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‘Sound Science’ in Policy and Regulation
on zoonotic pandemics:
“… sound science … science-based decisions”
- UN WHO DG Margaret Chan

on genetic modification:
“… this government's approach is to make
decisions … on the basis of sound science”
- former UK Prime Minister, Tony Blair

on chemicals:
“ …sound science will be the basis of the
Commission's legislative proposal…”
- EC RTD Commissioner, Philippe Busquin

on energy:
“[n]ow is the right time for a cool-headed,
evidence based assessment … I want to
sweep away historic prejudice and put in its
place evidence and science”
former UK Energy Minister Malcolm Wicks

Justification: from political ‘problems’ to technical ‘puzzles’
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Conventional expert practices suppress our ‘knowledge about knowledge’
marginalises, elides, ignores and (often) denies realities of knowledge:

- insufficiency:

knowledge efficacy is not normative basis for action

- incompleteness:

knowledge is always limited as a basis for action

- indeterminacy:

effective knowledge does not preclude surprise

- ‘inversity’:

increased knowledge can increase ignorance

- intractability:

knowledge-commitments compound vulnerability

- incommensurability:

knowledges are plural and often conflicting

representing incomplete knowledge as expert ‘risk’ is deeply problematic
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